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World Law Group Launches Merger Control Guide 2020
If your organization is involved in a merger, World Law Group’s (WLG) Merger Control Guide 2020 could be helpful in
providing a first, fast overview of merger control rules in 91 jurisdictions world-wide. In addition to the printed booklet,
there is an electronic version available.
The WLG Merger Control Guide 2020 provides information on two of the most important questions related to merger
control: “Thresholds” are the relevant prerequisites which trigger an obligation under merger control rules to notify a
national competition authority of a transaction. “Stages” describe the procedure and the investigation periods once the
competition authority has been notified of a transaction.
Many countries worldwide have implemented merger control regimes and even more are planning to do so. Recently,
competition authorities have imposed hefty fines for companies that failed to file a merger.
World Law Group is ranked an Elite Global Law Firm Network by Chambers and Partners. The network’s 59 premier
independent law firms provide market-leading expertise and comprehensive business law services from more than 400
offices in major business centers in over 85 countries.
Written by members of the WLG Antitrust & Competition Practice Group, the WLG Merger Control Guide 2020 draws on
the experience and expertise of highly regarded competition lawyers world-wide to provide information across 91
merger control regimes covered in the guide.
To learn more about the World Law Group’s Merger Control Guide 2020, or to order a copy, please contact the Antitrust
& Competition Practice Group Co-Chairs:
Harald Kahlenberg
CMS Hasche Sigle
T +49 711 97 64 303
E harald.kahlenberg@cms-hs.com

Marcelo Calliari
TozziniFreire Advogados
T +55 11 5086 5313
E mcalliari@tozzinifreire.com.br

Scott Yu
Zhong Lun Law Firm
T +86 10 5957 2078
E scottyu@zhonglun.com
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